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ABSTRACT
The limits at which life can occur in our world may not be the same in other worlds. A
common theme in astrobiology is to search for potential habitable regions beyond Earth, and by
developing a better understanding of these limits at which life can occur we are able to narrow
our search to focus on the area’s most likely to harbor life. To find life humankind must search
for water and examine where it has been or is currently. Using microbiology and the uniquely
available salty regions on Earth, we can further our understanding of these environments, the
microorganisms that inhabit them, and similar locations on other worlds. The conditions of
interest here are near the eutectic points of some relevant salt brines expected to be present in
special regions near Mars’ surface. The most relevant salts which were examined specifically
include 24 wt% and 1 wt% NaCl, 25 wt% LiCl, 39 wt% NaClO3, 44 wt% Mg(ClO4)2, and 52
wt% NaClO4 (Table 32 and Table 33) tested with known organisms identified as Marinococcus
sp. str. HL11, Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 (Figure 4), and Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 (Table 31). All
3 species were examined in each salt brine at room temperature (control) and -20 °C, while the
LiCl and (per)chlorates are subjected to -40 °C as well due to the freezing point depression. The
implications of microbial survivability have relevance ranging from extremophile biology,
exobiology, multidirectional planetary protection, life detection, pathogenicity, salinotolerance
and psychrotolerant microbiology specifically, as well as fulfilling the search to figure out
whether there is life beyond Earth. Microbiology and current technology supply a method to
quantify the robustness of growth in these various salt brines, which enhances our current
understanding of the ability and limitations of these organisms to survive in these conditions;
thus, furthering our current understanding of the limits at which life can survive, whether bound
by Earth or not.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The combination of the lowest temperature and the highest salt concentration where a
solution remains liquid is referred to as the ‘eutectic point,’ and at the eutectic point a solution
does not form precipitate or ice and it remains liquid at subfreezing temperatures and heavy
brines on Mars formed through deliquescence may exist as eutectic solutions with very low
freezing points (Chevrier and Altheide 200; Mohlmann and Thomsen 2011; Clark and Kounaves
2016; Rivera-Valentin et al. 2018, Wilks et al. 2019). At this point adding any more salt would
cause precipitate to form and lowering the temperature would cause ice to form (Wilks et al.
2019). Studies of survivability of halophilic organisms that prefer salty environments for growth
at eutectic conditions are extremely important for deciding whether organisms can potentially
survive the harsh Martian environment (Nuding et al. 2014, Rummel et al. 2014, Toner et al.
2014, Carrier et al. 2020). Valuable insights can be gained by studying similar locations here on
Earth to seek a better understanding of the potential for microbes to survive on Mars. Isolates
have been gathered and studied already from environments rich in salts by our laboratory (Caton
et al. 2004, Crisler et al. 2012, 2019, Kilmer et al. 2014). Such locations include the Great Salt
Plains of Oklahoma, the Basque Lake found in British Columbia, Canada, and Hot Lake in the
state of Washington. In fact, of all the surface waters on Earth, Basque Lake may have the
highest concentrations of divalent ions (Hammer 1978, 1986; Haynes and Hammer 1978, Last
and Slezak 1988, Last and Ginn 2005, Crisler et al. 2019) which makes it relevant to our studies.
A multitude of studies have been conducted at all 3 of these locations and have furthered our
understanding of the ability of halophilic organisms to grow in these extreme environments
(Caton et al. 2004, Crisler et al 2012, 2019, Kilmer et al. 2014, Pontefract et al. 2017, FoxPowell and Cockell 2018). Bacterial isolates from these locations have previously shown growth
1

in high concentrations of NaCl and MgSO4 and (per)chlorates (Caton et al. 2004, Crisler et al.
2012, Schneegurt 2012; Kilmer et al. 2014, Al Soudi et al. 2016, Fox-Powell and Cockell 2018).
Hot Lake and Basque Lake are like each other in that they are both saturated with MgSO4, while
the Great Salt plains of Oklahoma are more of a NaCl environment (Crisler et al. 2019). These
locations have various brines present saturated with MgSO4, NaCl and other sulphate ions. Some
of the isolates that have been collected and analyzed, examined survivability in various salt
concentrations and brines including chlorates and perchlorates in addition to those previously
mentioned (Al Soudi et al. 2016, Wilks et al. 2019).
Since earlier work has already shown growth of Hot Lake and GSP isolates in 67%
saturated MgSO4 (Crisler et al. 2012, Kilmer et al. 2014, Wilks et al. 2019) here we seek to
figure out whether they are able to survive near eutectic conditions in other brines as well. This
research looks to build upon our current understanding of the limitations of growth determined
thus far by the earlier studies in our lab.
Isolates from Hot Lake were able to grow in a range of MgSO4 with most growing in a
2M concentration (Kilmer et al. 2014) and Basque Lake isolates showed a similar growth pattern
(Crisler et al. 2012). In these studies, most isolates tested grew at 50% MgSO4, and some could
even grow under saturated conditions of 67% MgSO4 (Crisler et al. 2012, Wilks et al. 2019).
This is the highest concentration (~2.7 M) of proven growth in Mg in a saturated salt solution
besides NaCl. There is a strong correlation between MgSO4 and NaCl survivability in Basque
Lake isolates specifically (Crisler et al. 2012). This could show that these microbes were adapted
to an environment of various salt concentrations similarly to what would be expected during
snow or permafrost melt on Mars (Crisler et al. 2012, 2019, Rummel et al. 2014, Al. Soudi et al.
2017, Pontefract et al. 2017, Carrier et al. 2020). For the LiCl, robust growth was previously seen
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at 1 M and slight growth was seen at 3 M (~12 wt%) (Crisler et al. 2012). Survival is expected at
25 wt%, but at what temperature is yet to be figured out. The NaClO3 brine has previously
shown growth of some organisms near 2.75 M (~25 wt%); and as high as 27 wt% (Wilks et al.
2019), but not at the eutectic temperature of -23°C (Al Soudi et al. 2016, 2017) yet. Most of
these brines are expected to kill the organisms being tested at cryogenic temperatures due to high
osmotic stress, low water activity and high chaotropicity, resulting in membrane destabilization,
protein dysfunction, and metabolic inhibition (Grant, 2004, Rummel et al. 2014, Toner et al.
2014, Pontefract et al. 2017). Though studies have been done previously with (per)chlorates of
other cations such as K+ (Wilks et al. 2019) at its eutectic point (3% at -3 °C), no other specific
studies have examined these organisms near the eutectic points for Mg(ClO4)2 or NaClO4, at such
low temperatures.
1.1 Aim
First, we figured out whether selected organisms could survive in various salt brines, still
in a liquid phase, at cryogenic temperatures. This was to address the question, ‘Can
salinotolerant bacteria survive under the physical and chemical conditions, specifically salinity
and cryotemperatures, of Mars and ocean worlds?’
We evaluated a new spot assay for survival. To find how well an organism may survive
after treatments to extreme temperatures and salinities, based on how robust the colonies grow,
this new spot assay finds through qualitative analysis how much the selected organisms are able
to survive, or whether they die. This is an easy measure of viability. Spots were quantified by
size at several timepoints after inoculation.
1.2 Hypotheses

3

All 3 of the organisms being examined will survive in 24 wt% NaCl as well as the low
salt 1 wt% NaCl control at room temperature and at -20 °C. NaCl is naturally found in the
environment in which these organisms were collected in high concentration so these organisms
were expected to do well in these chemical conditions, these environments experience –20 °C, in
a wide range of temperatures, and it is frequent practice to store microorganisms at much lower
temperatures. Our microbes have already showed robust growth at more moderate temperatures
in this brine. The (per)chlorates, 44% Mg(ClO4)2 and 52 wt% NaClO4, are much more toxic to
cells than the other salt brines examined here however, and the -40 °C environment is even more
extreme, and so it is predicted that these conditions will not allow any of the 3 organisms being
examined to survive. Even at room temperature or -20 °C the (per)chlorates are highly toxic to
cells so the likelihood of survival is low. The LiCl is also highly toxic to cells, and it is predicted
that none of the 3 organisms will show survival after exposure to these conditions at -40 °C.
They may be able to survive at -20 °C in the 25 wt% LiCl brine though and would likely survive
room temperature.
BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE
2.1 Astrobiology
This research is important because cold brines may be the last habitable water on cold
arid worlds like Mars, and with relevance to ocean worlds like Europa (Rummel et al 2014,
Carrier et al. 2020). This research looks to take steps towards better understanding how cells
respond to cryobrines that are liquid, while the cell might be frozen; and vice versa, with the
cells still in liquid phase in a frozen brine. A common rule of thumb in astrobiology is, if you
want to search for life, you must follow the presence of water or search where water has been
(Rummel et al. 2014, Carrier et al. 2020). The primary solvent for life as we know it is liquid
4

water; however, with most of the planets’ surfaces in our solar system being much colder than
the freezing point of pure water, it is highly unlikely to find very many habitable regions beyond
Earth (Rummel et al. 2014, Heinz et al. 2018, Carrier et al. 2020). Although Earth was
dominated by microorganisms long before it was occupied by humans or animals as we know
them today (Smith 2016), we have yet to become capable of adequately searching for microbes
on other planets. Certainly, if organisms were to survive on other worlds, then the physiological
processes by which they are capable of such feats are extraordinary by our current
understanding. (Rummel et al. 2014, Carrier et al. 2020)
Mars is of particular interest for several reasons, one being its proximity to Earth and its
relative ease of accessibility and examination. Another good reason is its perceived former
landscape being like that of today’s Earth environment (Rummel et al. 2014, Carrier et al. 2020).
Temperatures range from –68 °C to –3 °C seasonally, but usually average around –33 °C on the
Martian surface (Mellon et al. 2004, Rummel et al. 2014, Wilks et al. 2019, Carrier et al. 2020).
This temperature range allows for the capability of liquid brines to be present if they were
saturated with sulphate salts and perchlorates for example (Hanley et al. 2012, Al Soudi et al.
2017, Wilks et al. 2019, Carrier et al. 2020), but the locations in which these brines could exist
are certainly limited (Rummel et al. 2014, Toner et al. 2014, Carrier et al. 2020). At these
temperatures, the microbes would freeze or perhaps vitrify, but they would potentially survive
(Fonseca et al. 2016). However, on Mars, since there is essentially little to no atmosphere, the
intense ultraviolet radiation bombardes the planet (Kuhn and Atreya 1979) and this is an external
stressor which any potential microbes must be able to endure or be sheltered from to survive
(Klein 1998). The notion that microbes would survive by being sheltered also adds another
difficulty, because if a microbe were to survive by being sheltered from ionizing radiation, then
5

that would also likely come with the tradeoff of light availability. This means the organism
would not be able to photosynthesize for its energy production leaving limited options (Mazur et
al. 1978). If light was not available for energy production, then the microbes would need to use
an alternative means which would be either heterotrophically or some form of chemoautotroph.
Of course, with the temperature conditions being so low, and due to the smallest amounts of
liquid water present, certainly water activity presents several issues as well (Klein 1998). One
caveat to this concept is a hypothetical environment below the surface in a geothermically warm
area where melting of permafrost and a fresh carbon source such as a volcano would supply
perfect conditions for life to sustain (Boston et al. 1992). Locations like this may be widespread
across Mars but explorers have yet to find such areas let alone access them (Rummel et al. 2014,
Carrier et al. 2020). An important consideration to keep in mind is that if microbes can survive
these near eutectic conditions of low temperature and high salt concentration, then forward
contamination of Mars from exploring spacecraft is a realistic possibility (Rummel et al. 2014,
Carrier et al. 2020). One concept widely accepted is that to survive the harsh arid Martian world,
microbes potentially delivered as spacecraft contaminants would be psychrotolerant and
halotolerant (Rummel et al. 2014, Carrier et al. 2020). Since this is a strong probability, every
concerted effort must be taken to ensure that we are not potentially contaminating Mars with
microbes from Earth. It is essential in our search for detecting life beyond Earth that we are not
simply detecting the same organisms that we brought with the machines that we are using to
search with in the first place. (Rummel et al. 2014, Carrier et al. 2020). For many Millenia
microbes have undergone competitive adaptation and change to survive the boundary conditions
of the environments in which they inhabit. On Earth there are obvious limits to life including
parameters of salinity, acidity, water availability, radiation, pressure, and time. The temperature
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limitation range is from 253K (-20°C) to 394K (121°C), desiccation range of 60% - 100%
relative humidity (water activity), pH 0 – 13, hydrostatic pressure 0 – 1,100 bars, and
theoretically a maximum dormancy period of approximately 250 million years (Marion et al.
2003). These chemical and physical parameters define the limitations within which life can exist
on Earth; however, on other worlds, those parameters will differ based on several factors (Smith
2016).
Given that liquid water is a key requirement for life and given the cold environment of
Mars, the number of locations in which water may be present is limited. Studies suggest that
liquid water is expected to be highly salty and may be present near the polar caps in the form of
permafrost and/or salt brines (Cull et al. 2010, Lanza et al. 2010, McEwen et al. 2011,
Mohlmann and Thomsen, 2011, McKay et al. 2013, Crisler et al. 2019). One theory is that
microbial life may be present in potential brines on Mars, but only in certain limited regions
(Rummel et al. 2014, Carrier et al. 2020). Studies being done on the potential composition of
brines show that they may be sodium or calcium chloride, or if present, magnesium sulfate or
some combination thereof; and having chlorates or perchlorates in the forms of magnesium, but
really no potassium salts on Mars, or calcium, iron, or sodium as well (Rummel et al. 2014,
Carrier et al. 2020).
2.2 Epsotolerance, Halotolerance, (Per)chlorates and LiCl
The potassium chlorate eutectic condition of 3% at -3 °C also could supply growth to
some of the isolates previously tested, and the magnesium sulfate eutectic also showed growth
(Wilks et al. 2019). It is likely that microbes will not be able to grow under eutectic conditions of
approximately -40 °C, and nearly saturated salt concentrations (Crisler et al. 2019); however, in
earlier studies greater than 25% perchlorate brines showed growth at room temperature (Al
7

Soudi et al. 2016), so the survivability limits of these types of halophilic organisms still are
unknown, and this is the basis for our study. Saturated brines could be formed from melting
permafrost or by the process of deliquescence of salts (Nuding et al. 2014, Al Soudi et al. 2017).
Deliquescence refers to the ability of a substance to absorb water from humidity in the air to
dissolve it into a solution. This is indicative of salts and when something has this ability it is
referred to as a deliquescent material or a hygroscopic substance. Hygroscopic substances attract
water molecules through adsorption or absorption. Temperature variability along with seasonal
change could result in wetting and drying cycles throughout the year and this has drastic effects
on these potential salt brines. This makes studying whether microbes can survive in these
extreme non-permissive growth conditions, and in environments like those found on Mars, truly
relevant to the study of searching for life beyond Earth.
2.3 Psychrotolerance and Psychrophiles
Given the physical and chemical conditions of various environments on Mars,
temperature variability is critical in dictating the presence of liquid brines which are likely to be
high in solutes (Nuding et al. 2014, Al Soudi et al. 2017). This begs the question of which factor
is more detrimental in inhibiting the growth of microbes in these environments, the high salt
concentration, or the low temperature, or is it the combination that has a greater effect than
individually? The solutes from various salts, chlorates, or perchlorates decreases the freezing
point of water allowing the highly concentrated brines to remain in a liquid state without
precipitates or ices to form for extended periods of time provided that adequate nutrients are
available, microbes have the potential to become dormant going into a vegetative state for a
potentially unknown length of time (Wilks et al. 2019.) Cells individually seem to respond well
to vitrification at low temperatures (Fonseca et al. 2016) where metabolic activity is
8

exceptionally low, but it is unclear what the long-term effects are of remaining in this state.
Reanimation of bacteria seems rapid once certain minimum conditions are met like endospores.
2.4 Relevant Organisms
In this study, we used the halotolerant bacterial strains Marinococcus sp. str. HL11,
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7, and Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 (Table 31 and Figure 4) from Hot Lake,
Basque Lake, and the Great Salt Plains of Oklahoma, respectively (Caton et al. 2004, Crisler et
al. 2012, 2019, Kilmer et al. 2014, Wilks et al. 2019). Halomonas and Micrococcus genus
organisms were common among the isolates collected at these sites (Caton et al. 2004; Crisler et
al. 2012, 2019; Kilmer et al. 2014; Wilks et al. 2019), as well as others. Marinococcus sp. str.
HL11, Halomonas sp. str. BLE7, and Halomonas sp. str. GSP3, are the identified organisms of
interest (Table 31 and Figure 4) (Caton et al. 2004, Crisler et al. 2012, 2019; Kilmer et al. 2014,
Wilks et al. 2019). Marinococcus sp. str. HL11 showed robust growth in 2.75M (25 wt%)
NaClO4 at room temperature (Wilks et al. 2019). Halomonas sp. str. BLE7, is capable of growth
in saturated (67 wt%) MgSO4 at 25 °C, with a doubling time ranging from 9.6 to 46.7 hours
(about 2 days), but at 4 °C the doubling time range increases to anywhere from 300 to 700 hours
(Wilks et al. 2019). Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 and Halomonas sp. str. GSP3, which has
previously shown a small tolerable temperature range for growth in a combined MgSO4 and
NaCl brine, only grew at 25 °C and 37 °C, not 4 °C, 7 °C, or 45 °C (Crisler et al. 2012),
indicating limited capabilities to grow in multi-salt brines due to multiple simultaneous stressors
of brine composition (Wilks et al. 2019). While earlier studies have shown growth of a similar
organism at elevated levels of MgClO4, it was inconsistent (Wilks et al. 2019). Overall earlier
work has displayed that these organisms have greater growth tolerances to chlorate salts than
perchlorate salts (Al Soudi et al. 2017). We have investigated how well Marinococcus sp. str
9

HL11, Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 and Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 can survive subzero chloride and
perchlorate brines, since such conditions may be temporarily present on Mars (Al Soudi et al.
2017).
2.5 Water Activity
One significant difference that must be taken into consideration though is that the water
activity is not the same for high concentrations of NaCl and the other salt brines being tested.
NaCl significantly reduces the water activity much more than MgSO4, which prompts the same
concern for the brines being tested in this study. The limited dissociation of MgSO4 has helped to
show previously that water activity is not the only physical parameter limiting microbial growth
in media with exceedingly high solute concentrations (Crisler et al. 2019).
METHODS
Ideal organisms selected for testing were based on results from earlier studies of the
characteristics of the organisms, their ability to survive in some of these salt brines, speed of
growth in 10% NaCl SP growth media, relevance to Mars and salty environments, and
availability (Table 31). Cultures and samples were plated on SP (Salt Plains) Media which is a
nutrient-rich media composed of per liter: NaCl, 9.8 g; KCl, 2.0 g; MgSO4·7H2O, 1.0 g;
CaCl2·2H2O, 0.36 g; NaHCO3, 0.06 g; NaBr, 0.23 g; FeCl3-6H2O, 1.0 mg; trace minerals, 0.5
ml; Bactotryptone, 5.0 g; yeast extract, 10.0 g; glucose, 1.0 g; final pH 7.0 (Schneegurt, 2012).
The organisms were cultured with cells that may have been damaged after being held in extreme
conditions. Though it is common to store cells still alive at low temperature, before they can
grow and divide, they still need to recover. Depending on the stage and condition of the cells
some may remain healthy, while others may be damaged or even die. Spread plating becomes an
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ineffective technique when the sample is very diluted, the cells are by themselves without
neighbors, getting shocked by extreme conditions, making them much less likely to recover. A
liquid broth media would have been more efficient; however, we would not be able to help
decide that the bug was correct by visualization using this method.
3.1 Experimental Design
As such, an effective technique for deciding survivability of bacterial colonies through
qualitative analysis is to make spot plates. For the purposes of this experiment, this will be done
with 10 ul of sample in a 4x4 grid (16 spots/colonies) pattern on each plate for comparison. Since
one hypothesis being addressed is of a qualitative concern by examining death or survival, the
degree of survival will be decided based on robustness of growth. From this we will directly
compare various organisms, on a multitude of salts, at different temperatures. Images of the
plates will allow for analysis through a freely available online program ‘ImageJ’ (Schneider et al.
2012), which will allow for direct comparison between and among the groups tested, which then
supplies an opportunity to directly compare the robustness of growth under each condition, based
on salt type, organism, or length of exposure time. By measuring the growth, we will see the
changes in growth after 3, 7, and 14 days. Using these methods to generate quantitative data, the
aim is to supply a better overall perspective of how these different organisms respond to each of
these conditions.
The conditions of interest are at or near the eutectic points of relevant salt brines
predicted to be present in special regions near Mars’ surface. The most relevant salts which will
be examined specifically include 24 wt% and 1 wt% NaCl, 25 wt% LiCl, 39 wt% NaClO3
(sodium chlorate), 44 wt% Mg(ClO4)2 (magnesium perchlorate), and 52 wt% NaClO4 (sodium
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perchlorate) Table 32 and Table 33 for known organisms identified as Marinococcus sp. str.
HL11, Halomonas sp. str. BLE7, and Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 (Table 31 and Figure 4) (Caton et
al. 2004, Crisler et al. 2012, 2019, Kilmer et al. 2014, Wilks et al. 2019). All organisms will be
stored in 1.5-mL pre-autoclaved cryotubes and subjected to each salt type under room
temperature and -20 °C for the durations of 1-hour, 1-day (24 hours), and 1-week (168 hours)
before being collected. In addition, all the salt brines except for NaCl will also be exposed to -40
°C.
To help answer the first hypothesis figuring out survivability, freezer temperatures used
to test are based on the eutectic points for NaCl (-23 °C) and NaClO3, (-39 °C) with commercial
equipment availability currently set at -20 °C and -40 °C. At these temperatures LiCl and
Mg(ClO4)2, brines stay liquid at -40 °C, which is essential for future experiments using
microcalorimetry of frozen cells in liquid brines. An important cornerstone and partial purpose of
the experiment is to keep the medium brines in liquid phase at cryogenic temperatures. The
freezers used during the experiment are monitored long-term with electric data-logging
thermometers to figure out temperature variability within the freezer itself to accurately figure
out the environment; as well as a room temperature probe for the room temperature controls
being ran during each sampling trial as well. The purpose of the room temperature tests is to act
as controls to ensure that the organisms are fit enough to grow under more moderate and less
toxic conditions, which would be indicative of the natural environment in which the organisms
were collected from; as well as a more moderate temperature that would be found in a SAF
(Spacecraft Assembly Facility). The thermometers will be used to measure and record the
temperature at 15-minute intervals for several months. The data is displayed in Figure 2 covering
2000 data points (20.83 days) prior to, during, and after performing the experiment. The
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thermometers will be used to assess temperature variability in the long term to ensure
temperature consistency. Lab isolates were examined by Gram staining for verification by
comparison to earlier studies (Caton et al. 2004, Crisler et al. 2012, 2019, Kilmer et al. 2014,
Wilks et al. 2019) which isolated and named the organisms. Afterward and throughout the
experiment, visual identification will be used to show and verify that the organisms still are
unchanged and uncontaminated. Batch cultures of the selected organisms will be grown in liquid
10% NaCl SP media and samples will be gathered during late log/early stationary phase of the
organism’s growth cycle for testing.
The cryotubes will each hold 1 ml total; 0.9 ml of the salt brine being tested, and 0.1 ml
of the sample organism from cultures (inoculum). Cryotubes will be screwcap sealed and placed
into equivalent plastic containers that will be half-filled with sand, in which the cryotubes will be
partially buried, so that the top of the brine is below the sand level. Initial trials will begin with
NaCl at a high concentration near the eutectic point and a low concentration for a control group,
24 and 1 wt% NaCl, respectively. This was due to the expected survivability in these brines and
relative ease of showing a baseline for comparison of later tested brines for each organism. It
was already known the organisms would survive these conditions (Crisler et al. 2012, Schneegurt
2012, Fox-Powell and Cockell 2018). Each condition will be tested with a total of 3 replicate
cryotubes. The cryotubes will be placed into the sand containers and placed in the proper freezer,
and the time noted. The room temperature sandbox containers will be placed in a drawer to
replicate dark conditions. All cryotubes will be stored in equivalent sandbox plastic containers,
always with room temperature controls in the same brine as those being tested. It is also
important to note that the 1 wt% NaCl brine freezes in the -20 °C freezer, as opposed to all of the
other brines staying in a liquid phase. This procedure is repeated in the 25 wt% LiCl, 39 wt%
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NaClO3, 44 wt% Mg(ClO4)2, and 52 wt% NaClO4 brines, and subjected to room temperature
(~20-22 °C), -20 °C, and -40 °C. All salt conditions are exposed to -40 °C except the NaCl
because of its eutectic point temperature the -20 °C is sufficient for this brine. These brines
freeze below -20 °C just like the 1% brine and we are not interested in running frozen samples. It
is important to note that all the salt brines were made weight to weight (w/w) giving (wt%)
solution for each (i.e., 39 wt% NaClO3 = 39 g of NaClO3 dissolved into water to a total weight of
100 g) and all salt brines except the NaCl were made using a filter-sterilization method. The
brines were not autoclaved, except for the 1% NaCl, which was 10% SP media diluted with
deionized water.
For the procedure, the cryotubes were collected from the freezer (or room temperature)
container stepwise so that plating was soon after. Once removed, 10 ul of the samples were spot
plated 16 times per plate and imaged at 3, 7, and 14 days. Images taken after each of the growth
periods were used to document the size of each colony as found with the ‘ImageJ’ program for
statistical analysis (Schneider et al. 2012). Survivability was expected to be seen which will
supply answers deciding whether selected organisms were capable of surviving in various salt
brines while still in a liquid phase at cryogenic temperatures. The procedure was performed on
the organisms Marinococcus sp. str. HL 11, Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 and Halomonas sp. str.
GSP3 shown on Table 33 and Figure 4 (Caton et al. 2004, Crisler et al. 2012, 2018, Kilmer et al.
2014, Wilks et al. 2019) at the eutectic salt concentrations of each of the listed salts in Table 31
and 32.
To help address the second hypothesis, quantitating survivability, images of the spot
plates will be taken and analyzed with a program ‘ImageJ’ to find diameters for each colony
spot. The mean, standard deviation, and a 2-tailed t-test analysis will be performed in Excel
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among the data sets for comparison. Plates will be compared and analyzed using the values to
quantify the robustness of growth in the various salt brines. For this experiment, robust growth
will be any colony with a diameter of 5 mm or larger. This is an arbitrary threshold. From this
we should gain knowledge which enhances our current understanding of the ability and
limitations of these organisms to survive in conditions at or near their respective eutectic points,
thus furthering our current understanding of the limits at which life can exist, whether bound by
Earth or not.
Upon spot plating on 10% SP plates, the plates will be parafilmed and incubated at room
temperature, in a moist and sealed container. All plates will be imaged from a standard height
using a ring-stand to ensure that the images are taken in a consistent manner. Images will be
taken at 72 hours (3 days), 168 hours (7 days), and 336 hours (14 days) after plating. Images will
be analyzed using the ‘ImageJ’ program (Schneider et al. 2012) measuring the bacterial colony
diameters of six (6) of the 18 possible colonies inoculated for each plate. In a case where there
were less than six (6) measurements available, then all measurements were recorded and an (NA)
was entered for the remaining unavailable colony measurements. Means and standard deviations
were calculated for every condition tested and all plates were compared to one another using 2tailed t-tests for analysis to quantify statistical significance of the data. Results were organized
into meaningful tables for comparison and analysis. With 3 replicate plates for each condition
being tested, there was a total of 144 plates per organism resulting in 432 plates overall being
photographed 3 times each. Had every plate shown growth, this gives a total of 1,296
photographs analyzed using the ImageJ program; and if every condition resulted in 6 colony
diameters to be measured for each exposure time, at each time point analyzed, then there would
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have been a possible 7,776 colony diameters to be measured. This was not the case and a total of
6,691 of the 7,776 possible measurements were taken, or approximately 86.05%.
RESULTS
4.1 Thermometers
The –20 °C freezer temperature varied between approximately -19.20 °C and -21.25 °C
based on 2000 data points taken, at 15-minute intervals, over the span of 20.83 days during the
experimental periods (Fig. 2). It is important to note that the temperature was monitored longterm preceding and following the experiments to watch for anomalies. There were no
abnormalities to note.
4.2 Marinococcus sp. str. HL11
Marinococcus sp. str. HL11 showed robust growth in nearly every salt brine condition
tested, but not all of them (Tables 1-3, 10-12, 19-28). Every condition tested showed robust
growth (colony size >5 mm) for all (6) measured spots, for each of the 3 replicate plates in every
brine and temperature tested except for the 44% Mg(ClO4)2 (Tables 1-3, 10-12, 19-27). The only
2 other exceptions are a few colonies on the 1-day exposures in 39% NaClO3 at room
temperature where 3 of the colonies measured just shy of the robust mark of 5 mm, while still
measuring above 4 mm; and the 52% NaClO4 where 1 replicate plate of the 52% NaClO4 at
room temperature did not show any growth after 3 days, but at 7 days all but one colony
measured robust. One of the 52% NaClO4 plates with the 1-hour exposure times had 1 colony
that measured just shy of robust, still above 4 mm after the 3-day mark.
Marinococcus sp. str. HL11 showed no growth at room temperature for any of the
exposure plates 3 days or 7 days after plating, and never showed any growth for the 1-day
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exposure plates even at 14 days for the 44% Mg(ClO4)2 brine (Tables 1-3, 10-12, 19-27). The 1hour exposure plates finally showed growth for 17 out of the 18 possible colonies, with only 2
colonies on the same plate measuring robust, and another replicate plate only having 5 of 6
colonies present after 14 days. While the 1-week exposure plates only had 2 out of 18 colonies
present, 1 on each of 2 of the 3 replicate plates. Of the 2 colonies present here, one was robust,
and the other was slightly less than robust, but still greater than 4 mm in diameter. At -20 °C,
Marinococcus sp. str. HL11 showed no growth at any exposure time after 3 days for the 44%
Mg(ClO4)2 brine (Tables 1-3, 10-12, 19-27). After 7 days the 1-hour exposure plates had 2
colonies present, 1 being considered robust, on the same plate with no other growth. The 1-day
exposure plates had 1 robust colony present after 7 days and no other growth, and the 1-week
exposure plates had no growth. By 14 days after plating though, the 1-hour exposure plates
showed 16 out of 18 colonies present with 4 measuring robust, all on the same plate. The 2
missing colonies were both on one of the other replicate plates. The 1-day exposure plates
increased to 1 robust and 2 non-robust colonies resulting in 3 out of 18 possible. One plate with
no growth, one plate with one non-robust colony, and one plate with one robust and one nonrobust colony was seen after 14 days. The 1-week exposure plates had two robust colonies
present on one plate and no other growth resulting in 2 out of 18 colonies present.
At -40 °C, Marinococcus sp. str. HL11 showed no growth after 3 days in the 44%
Mg(ClO4)2 brine (Tables 1-3, 10-12, 19-27). After 7 days the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates
showed no growth and only 1 robust colony was present on the 1-week exposure plates. By 14days after plating however the 1-hour exposure plates showed 15 out of 18 colonies present with
1 robust colony present on the same plate that the 3 missing colonies were with the other two
plates having all colonies present with none being robust. The 1-day exposure plates showed 2
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out of 18 colonies present, neither being robust and both on separate plates. By 14 days after
plating each of the 1-week exposure plates had 1 robust colony and nothing else resulting in 3
out of 18 colonies being present.
4.3 Halomonas sp. str. BLE7
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 also showed robust growth in nearly every salt brine condition
tested, but not all of them (Tables 4-6, 13-15, 19-27, 29). The 1-hour, 1-day, and 1-week
exposure plates each showed robust growth (colony size >5 mm) for every spot measured, with 6
spots for each of the 3 replicate plates for the 24% NaCl at room temperature and -20 °C, 1%
NaCl control brine at both room temperature and -20 °C, 25% LiCl but only at -40 °C, and 39%
NaClO3 at -20 °C and -40 °C (except one of the 1-day exposure plates did not have any growth
by 3-days after plating at -20 °C).
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed limited or mixed growth results in the 25% LiCl brine
in each of the conditions tested at room temperature and -20 °C. At room temperature only the 1hour exposure plates showed robust growth 3, 7 and 14 days after plating for the six (6) colonies
measured for each of the 3 replicates, but the 1-day and 1-week exposure plates showed no
survival after 3 days. The colonies 7 days after plating showed robust growth for 14 of the 18
combined colonies measured in diameter after 1-day of exposure, but no growth on any of the
plates for 1-week of exposure. Each of the 3, 1-day exposure plates had at least one colony that
measured less than 5 mm in diameter by 7 days after plating. By 14 days after plating however,
both the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates showed robust growth on all six (6) colonies for each
of the 3 replicates and only the 1-week exposure plates remained without growth.
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The 25% LiCl brine showed a somewhat similar pattern at -20 °C as it did at room
temperature, however here it was able to show robust survival for the 1-hour and 1-day exposure
plates by 3, 7and 14 days after plating. Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed limited growth in 25%
LiCl at -20 °C after 1 week for exposure. Here, 1 of the 3 plates showed robust growth for all 6
colonies measured but the other 2 plates showed no growth. This pattern stays unchanged 7 days
after plating: 1 of the 3 plates showing robust growth, with none on the other two. By 14 days
after plating though the 1-hour, 1-day, and 1-week exposure plates all showed robust growth for
all 6 colonies measured on each of the 3 replicate plates.
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed limited or mixed growth results in the 39% NaClO3
brine at room temperature. By 3 days after plating of the 1-hour exposure plates, only 1 of the 3
plates showed growth with only 4 colonies to measure, but each was considered robust leaving
only 4 of the 18 potential colonies showing growth or survival. The 1-day exposure plates
showed robust growth on all 3 replicate plates for each of the 6 colonies measured though;
however, the 1-week exposure plates showed only slight growth with all 18 colonies measuring
less than 5 mm in diameter. By 7 days after plating still 1 of the 3 plates showed growth with
only 4 colonies measuring robust, but now with an added 2 colonies that are not robust. After 7
days, the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates both showed robust growth for all 6 colonies
measured on each of the 3 replicate plates for both lengths of exposure. By 14 days after plating
the 1-hour exposure plates showed robust growth on all 6 colonies of one plate and robust
growth on 5 out of 6 colonies measured on the 2nd replicate plate, with no growth on the 3rd
replicate plate leaving 11 out of 18 potential colonies showing robust growth. By 14 days after
plating both the 1-day and 1-week exposure times showed robust growth on all 6 colonies
measured for all 3 replicate plates.
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Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed robust growth in 39% NaClO3 at -20 °C for 1-hour, 1day, and 1-week of exposure time at 3, 7, and 14-days after plating for all 6 colonies on each of
the 3 replicate plates, except for the 1-day exposure plates after 3 days only showed robust
growth on 2 of the 3 plates with the 3rd plate showing no growth. The 7-day and 14-day plates
showed robust growth on all 6 colonies measured for each of the 3 replicates for all 3 exposure
times, respectively. Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed robust growth in 39% NaClO3 at -40° C
for all 3 exposure times at 3, 7, and 14-days after plating for all 6 colonies on each of the 3
replicate plates.
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed little growth in 44% Mg(ClO4)2 under any of the
conditions tested overall. None of the conditions tested showed robust growth under any duration
of time. At room temperature none of the 1-hour or 1-day exposure plates showed any growth 3days after plating. The 1-week exposure plates showed growth for all 6 colonies on only 1 of the
3 plates and for 1 out of the 6 possible colonies on the 2nd plate out of the 3 replicate plates
resulting in 7 out of a possible 18 colonies showing growth but none being considered robust.
There was a similar pattern shown by all three exposure times 7 days after plating again with
none of the 1-hour exposure time plates showing any growth at all. The 1-day exposure plates
showed slight growth on all 6 out of 6 colonies to be measured on only 1 of the 3 replicate plates
with the other two plates only showing growth for 4 and 2 colonies respectively, resulting in a
total of 12 out of 18 colonies showing growth, and again none of which being considered robust
after 7 days. The 1-week exposure plates showed survival on 6 out of 6 colonies measured on
only one of the 3 replicate plates and only 1 out of 6 colonies on the 2nd replicate with no growth
on the 3rd replicate plate, resulting in a total of 7 out of a possible 18 colonies showing growth
after 7 days. By 14 days after plating Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 in 44% Mg(ClO4)2 at room
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temperature only 1 out of the 3 replicate plates showed growth on the 1-hour exposure plates
with 2 of the 6 colonies being considered robust, resulting in a total of 6 out of 18 colonies
showing growth. The 1-day exposure plates at these conditions showed growth on all 3 plates
with no colonies being considered robust and only 1 replicate plate showing growth for all 6
colonies. The other two plates showed growth of 4 and 2 colonies respectively with a total of 12
out of 18 overall colonies present. The 1-week exposure plates showed growth on 7 out of 18
overall colonies possible after 14 days with 6 out of 6 colonies present on 1 plate, another plate
showing no growth, with only 1 colony on the 3rd replicate plate.
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed a similar pattern of growth in 44% Mg(ClO4)2 at -20 °C
as it did at room temperature with no colonies being considered robust across all replicates and
all time durations being tested. With a total of 15 out of 18 colonies showing growth on the 1hour exposure plates by 3 days after plating 2 of the 3 replicate plates showed growth for 6 out of
6 colonies with the 3rd plate showing 3 out of 6 colonies present, none being considered robust.
The 1-day exposure plates showed no growth on any of the 3 replicate plates. The 1-week
exposure plates showed growth for 6 out of 6 colonies on 1 out of the 3 replicate plates with the
2nd plate only showing growth of 1 colony and no growth on the 3rd plate resulting in a total of 7
out of 18 colonies present and none being robust. By 7 days after plating all 3 replicate plates of
the 1-hour exposure samples showed growth on 6 out of 6 colonies resulting in growth on 18 out
of 18 possible with none being considered robust. The 1-day exposure plates showed growth for
6 out of 6 colonies on only 1 of the 3 plates resulting in 6 out of 18 colonies present, none being
robust. The 1-week exposure plates showed growth for 13 out of a possible 18 colonies between
the 3 replicate plates, with 6 out of 6 being present on 2 of the plates, and the 3rd only showing 1
colony. By 14-days after plating though all of the 1-hour and 1-week exposure plates showed
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growth on 18 out of 18 colonies measured with none being robust, while the 1-day exposure
plates showed 12 out of 18 possible with no growth on the 3rd plate.
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 in 44% Mg(ClO4)2 at -40 °C showed a similar pattern of growth
to what it did at room temperature and at -20 °C, except overall there were 4 colonies measured
out of all the time exposures at different time periods that were robust. By 3 days after plating,
the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates both showed growth for 18 out of 18 colonies, meaning
each of the 3 replicate plates provided 6 out of 6 colonies for growth measurements, but none
were considered robust, and the 1-week exposure plates showed an overall 12 out of 18 colonies,
with 2 of the 3 plates having 6 out of 6 colonies present and the 3rd replicate plate with no
growth. By 7 days after plating, the same pattern was present. All 3 replicate plates showed
growth for the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates with only 1 colony on the 1-day exposure plates
being considered robust; and the 1-week exposure plates showed growth on 6 out of 6 colonies
on 2 of the 3 replicate plates with no growth on the 3rd. By 14 days after plating the 1-hour
exposure plates had 1 robust colony on 2 of the 3 replicate plates with all of the remaining
colonies still present, but not robust. The 1-day exposure plates produced 1 colony that was
considered robust still by 14 days with a total of 18 out of 18 colonies present. The 1-week
exposure plates produced no robust colonies after 14 days, but all 3 replicate plates did show
growth by this point with 18 out of 18 colonies being present.
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed robust growth in some of the conditions tested at 52%
NaClO4, and no growth in others overall. At room temperature the 1-hour exposure plates
showed growth on 18 out of 18 colonies with all 3 replicate plates having growth on 6 out of 6
measurements possible, with all 18 colonies measuring robust. However, at room temperature
neither the 1-day or 1-week exposure plates showed any growth whatsoever. The pattern changes
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by 7 days after plating though with both the 1-hour exposure plates and the 1-week exposure
plates both showing robust growth on all 18 out of 18 colony measurements, while the 1-day
exposure plates still showed no growth after 7 days at room temperature. This pattern remained
somewhat consistent to the 14-day growth period where both the 1-hour and 1-week exposure
plates showed robust growth on all 18 out of 18 colony measurements, now with one non-robust
colony each on 2 of the 3 replicate plates on the 1-day exposure plates. A somewhat similar
pattern is shown at -20 °C for Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 in 52% NaClO4 as the room temperature
showed. Except this time the 1-hour exposure plate had 1 plate with no growth at all. For the 1hour exposure plates there was an overall 8 out of 18 colonies showing growth with one plate
having all 6 out of 6 possible and the other with only 2. The 1-day exposure plates had 2 of the 3
replicate plates with 6 out of 6 colonies present and the 3rd replicate plate with no growth
resulting in a total of 12 out of 18 colonies after 3 days. None of the 1-hour or 1-day colonies
were considered robust yet at 3 days, but the 1-week exposure plates showed robust growth on
all 18 out of 18 colonies. By 7 days, the 1-hour exposure plates had 1 plate with 6 out of 6 robust
colonies, 1 plate with 6 out of 6 non-robust colonies, and the 3rd replicate plate with no growth at
all. However, by 7 days both the 1-day and 1-week exposure plates showed robust growth on 18
out of 18 colonies. By 14-days after plating the 1-hour exposure plates showed 18 out of 18
colonies present, with 7 of the 18 being considered robust and one replicate plate having all 6
robust colonies present. By 14 days after plating, both the 1-day and 1-week exposure plates
showed robust growth on all 18 out of 18 colonies present among the 3 replicate plates.
At -40 °C Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 showed a similar pattern for growth as it did at -20
°C. By 3 days after plating the 1-hour samples, 1 plate showed robust growth on all 6 out of 6
colonies on the 1st replicate plate with the other two showing non-robust growth with all 18 out
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of 18 colonies present. The 1-day exposure plates had 3 out of 6 colonies present non-robustly on
2 out of 3 of the replicate plates with the 3rd plate showing no growth whatsoever resulting in 6
out of a possible 18 colonies present. However, the 1-week exposure plates showed 15 out of 18
colonies present robustly after 3 days with the 3 colonies not being considered robust all on the
same plate. The pattern stays similar but slightly changed at 7 days after plating with the 1-hour
exposure plates still having 6 out of 18 colonies being robust all on the 1st replicate plate and the
other 2 replicate plates showing 6 out of 6 non-robust colonies present. Instead, here the 1-day
exposure plates now show 18 out of 18 colonies present with all 6 out of 6 colonies present on 2
of the plates being robust with the 3rd replicate plate all being non-robust. By 7 days after plating
the 1-week exposure plates showed 18 out of 18 colonies present with all being considered
robust. By 14 days after plating 2 of the 3 replicate plates for the 1-hour exposure show all 6 out
of 6 colonies being robust, and the 3rd replicate plate showing 6 non-robust colonies. The 1-day
exposure plates showed 15 robust colonies out of all 18 being present. Finally, the 1-week
exposure plates showed robust growth for all 18 colonies that were present at -40 °C, 14 days
after plating.
4.4 Halomonas sp. str. GSP3
Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 showed robust growth for all 24% NaCl, 1% NaCl, 39%
NaClO3 at room temperature, 39% NaClO3 at -40 °C (except for 4 colonies on the same plate
measured just shy of robust but still above 4 mm after 3 days on the 1-hour exposure plates), and
all the 52% NaClO4 except for the 1-day exposure plates 3 days after plating at room
temperature, the 1-week exposure plates at -40 °C 3 days after plating, and 2 colonies on the
same plate 3-days after plating on the 1-hour exposure plates at -40 °C, both of which measured
just shy of the 5 mm robust mark.
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Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 showed mixed growth of 25% LiCl at room temperature. After
3 days, the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates all showed robust growth on 18 out of 18 colonies
measured, but the 1-week exposure plates showed no growth. By 7 days after plating 3 nonrobust colonies showed up on the same 1-week exposure plates with the other two replicate
plates still showing no growth and all of the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates still showing
robust growth on 18 out of 18 colony measurements. By 14 days after plating all exposure times
showed robust growth on all 3 replicate plates for each condition resulting in 18 out of 18 robust
colonies each. The Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 isolate showed a similar pattern of growth at -20
°C. After 3 days the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates both had robust growth for 18 out of 18
colonies but the 1-week exposure plates showed 7 out of 18 colonies measuring robustly (6 of 6
on 1 plate), with the 2nd replicate plate having 1 colony measuring just above the 5 mm cutoff
and the other 5 colonies measuring just shy of that mark, and the 3rd plate showing barely
measurable growth. By 7 and 14 days after plating all 3 exposure times showed robust growth
for 18 out of 18 colonies. At -40 °C, the pattern was different with the 1-hour exposure plates
showing no growth, the 1-day exposure plates showing 18 out of 18 as robust growth, and the 1week exposure plates each had 1 non-robust colony per plate. By 7 days after plating at -40 °C,
the 1-hour exposure plates showed 8 of 18 non-robust colonies with 6 being on the same plate
and the other two being on separate plates. The 1-day exposure plates showed 18 of 18 robust
colonies and the 1-week exposure plates showed 13 of 18 robust colonies with all 18 being
present, the 5 non-robust colonies were all on the same plate. By 14 days after plating the 1-hour
exposure plates had 1 robust colony and 12 non-robust colonies present with the robust colony
being alone on its own plate with the 1-day and 1-week exposure plates showing all 18 of 18
robust colonies for each.
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Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 showed mixed growth in 39% NaClO3 at -20 °C. All conditions
showed robust growth except 1 of the 1-hour exposure plates did not have any growth after 3
days or 7 days, but by 14 days it showed 18 of 18 robust colonies. All the 1-day and 1-week
exposure plates showed robust growth at 3, 7, and 14-days.
Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 showed mixed growth in 44% Mg(ClO4)2 at room temperature.
After 3 days, the 1-hour exposure plates showed no growth, the 1-day exposure plates showed 18
out of 18 non-robust colonies, and the 1-week exposure plates showed 11 out of 18 non-robust
colonies in a 5, 4, 2, pattern. By 7 days after plating the 1-hour exposure plates showed 8 of 18
non-robust colonies in a 4, 2, 2, pattern, the 1-day exposure plates showed 6 robust colonies on
the same plate and 3 non-robust colonies among the other 2 plates, and the 1-week exposure
plates showed 9 non-robust colonies in a 5, 2, 2 pattern. By 14 days after plating the 1-hour
exposure plates showed 5 robust colonies among 2 plates in a 3, 2 pattern, with the 3rd replicate
plate showing 6 of 6 non-robust colonies present. The 1-day exposure plates showed the same
pattern of colonies dispersed (6,3,2) with the 1 non-robust colony present being just shy of the 5
mm mark on the plate with 3 colonies. The 1-week exposure plates showed 12 of 18 non-robust
colonies present by 14 days after plating dispersed in a 6, 4, 2 pattern. At -20 °C, by 3 days after
plating the 1-hour and 1-day exposure plates showed non-robust growth for 18 out of 18 colonies
while the 1-week exposure plates showed 13 of 18 colonies in a 6, 4, 3 pattern. By 7 days after
plating the 1-hour exposure plates showed 18 of 18 non-robust colonies but now the 1-day
exposure plates showed 17 of 18 colonies present with 8 being considered robust and the rest
being just shy of the threshold of 5 mm. The 1-week exposure plates showed 12 of 18 colonies
present with 11 being considered robust with the non-robust colony being on the plate with 6
colonies present while the other 2 plates each had 3 colonies. By 14 days after plating the 1-hour
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exposure plates showed 18 of 18 robust colonies, the 1-day exposure plates showed 17 of 18
robust colonies, and the 1-week exposure plates showed 12 of 18 robust colonies with 2 plates
missing 3 colonies each. Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 showed mixed growth in 44% Mg(ClO4)2 at 40 °C. By 3 days after plating the 1-hour exposure plates showed 17 of 18 non-robust colonies
present, the 1-day exposure plates showed 18 of 18 colonies present with 12 being robust all on 2
plates with the 3rd replicate plate all being non-robust. The 1-week exposure plates showed no
growth after 3 days. By 7 days after plating the 1-hour exposure plates still showed 18 of 18 nonrobust colonies present, the 1-day exposure plates showed 16 of 18 colonies present with 9 being
considered robust, 6 on the same plate with the others having 2 and 1, respectively. All but one
of the remaining colonies measured just shy of the robust mark here. The 1-week exposure plates
showed 7 robust colonies dispersed in a 5, 1, 1 pattern among the 3 replicate plates. By 14 days
after plating there were 15 of 18 colonies present on the 1-hour exposure plates with the 3 robust
colonies being on the plate missing the 3 colonies. The 1-day exposure plates showed 16 of 18
colonies present with 15 being considered robust and the 1 non-robust colony barely measuring
shy of 5 mm being on the plate missing 2 colonies. The 1-week exposure plates showed 11 of 18
robust colonies present in a 5, 5, 1 disbursement.
Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 showed robust growth in most conditions at 52% NaClO4. By 3
days after plating the 1-day exposure plates showed 4 non-robust colonies among 2 of the
replicate plates in a 3, 1 pattern with the 3rd replicate plate showing 6 of 6 robust colonies. The 1hour and 1-week exposure plates both showed 18 of 18 robust colonies after 3 days. By 7 and 14
days at room temperature all plates showed robust colonies for every condition tested. At -20 °C
all plates showed robust colonies for every replicate under every condition. By 3 days at -40 °C
the 1-hour exposure plates showed 18 of 18 colonies present with 16 being robust and the 2 non27

robust colonies being on the same plate. The 1-day exposure plates showed 18 of 18 robust
colonies and the 1-week exposure plates showed 9 non-robust colonies present in a 6, 2, 1
pattern. By 7 and 14 days after plating the 1-hour, 1-day and 1-week exposure plates all showed
18 of 18 robust colonies present.

Discussion
A total count of (432) 10% SP plates will be used overall, 144 for each organism, are
photographed 3 times each (3, 7, and 14 days) resulting in 1,296 photographs being analyzed.
This yields 7,776 colony measurements if everything grew. Overall, all 3 organisms survived
well in most of the conditions tested. They all survived at room temperature and -20 °C in the
24% NaCl and 1% NaCl brines which was to be expected. These conditions are not that extreme
and simply set a baseline from which to compare the other salts. In the 25% LiCl brine at room
temperature Marinococcus sp. str. HL11 survived best as the other two organisms showed little
survival after 1-week of exposure time, though Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 did finally show robust
growth after 14 days. They all did better at -20 °C than room temperature in the 25% LiCl brine
and better yet even at -40 °C. The 39% NaClO3 brine allowed all 3 organisms to show robust
growth at every temperature tested following the pattern of the NaCl brines. All 3 organisms did
very poorly in the 44% Mg(ClO4)2 brine overall. Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 and Halomonas sp.
str. GSP3 did better at -20 °C and even better yet at -40 °C with Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 doing
the best after the longest exposure time. All 3 organisms seemed to do much better in the 52%
NaClO4 brine than in the 44% Mg(ClO4)2 brine, but not as well as the 39% NaClO3 brine.
Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 struggled to grow at room temperature in the 52% NaClO4 brine while
Marinococcus sp. str. HL11 and Halomonas sp. str. GSP3 did well. This trend continued down to
-20 °C, but they all seemed to fair well at -40 °C.
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Tables 1 to 27 show the mean and standard deviation values in (mm) of each of the
combinations of salt brines, organisms, temperatures, and exposure times being tested, organized
by different variables for easier comparison. Tables 1 – 9 are organized by salt brine, showing
each condition at various times after plating, for each time exposure. Tables 10 – 18 show the
measurements for each organism separated by temperature and arranged by each salt brine for
the 3 exposure times. Tables 19 – 27 show all the mean and standard deviation values for all 3
organisms’ side-by-side for direct comparison at each salt brine and temperature condition.
Using student t-tests comparing replicate plates among and between data sets for each of
the conditions, to figure out correlations in the data that were statistically significant, statistical
strength can be attributed to some data over others. Statistical significance is when p ≤ 0.05.
When comparing p values, any value that is greater than 0.05 is considered not to be statistically
significant because there is too much variation in the data set between the 3 replicate plates and
resulting possible 18 colony diameters. On the other end of that scale, if the value is exceedingly
small then more statistical strength can be attributed to those replicate plates because the
diameters are similar from one plate to the next. In fact, the smaller the value, the more statistical
strength that data has in relation to the other replicate plates of the same condition. In other
words, when I am evaluating how confident I am that if I were to repeat the same experiment
that I would be most likely to get similar measurements for the data sets in which I had the
smallest p values; while the data sets with p values above 0.05, and the larger they are, the less
confident that I would be that I would yield similar colony diameters if I were to repeat the
experiment.
Tables 28 to 30 show all the p values for each condition tested 14 days after plating.
Based on the p values, and the mean and standard deviations of the colony diameters measured
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in this experiment, I conclude that all 3 organisms did much better than expected and overall
disproved the 2nd part of my hypothesis which was that the (per)chlorates are much more toxic to
cells, and the -40 °C environment is extreme, and so I hypothesized that these conditions will not
allow any of the 3 organisms being examined to survive. Even at room temperature or -20 °C the
(per)chlorates (44% Mg(ClO4)2 and 52 wt% NaClO4) are highly toxic to cells so I predicted the
likelihood of survival to be low. The LiCl is also highly toxic to cells, and I hypothesized that
none of the 3 organisms would show survival after exposure to these conditions at -40 °C. I
predicted that they may have been able to survive at -20 °C in the 25 wt% LiCl brine though and
would survive room temperature. They did struggle to grow in some of the LiCl brine conditions
though. They were in fact able to survive in some of the brines tested, except for the 44%
Mg(ClO4)2 at these temperatures. Repeat experiments can supply more statistical strength to
reinforce confidence in these organisms’ ability to survive near eutectic conditions of these and
potentially other salt brines. The first part of my hypothesis is that I believe that all 3 of the
organisms being examined would survive in 24 wt% NaCl as well as the low salt 1 wt% NaCl
control at room temperature and at -20 °C. This data reinforces and supports the first part of my
hypothesis that all 3 organisms will grow well in the NaCl brine.
5.1 Experimental Design Relevance
This work is important because cold brines near the surface of Mars may be one of the
few last habitable locations beyond Earth, as well as the relevance to other worlds with water
present such as Europa. Developing and furthering the current understanding of how cells
respond to cryobrines that are liquid, while cells may be frozen, or vice versa still is critical in
the advancement of finding the potential presence of life (Rummel et al. 2014, Carrier et al.
2020). Preventing contamination via robotic spacecraft during life detection missions makes
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planetary protection of significant importance, especially with the arrival of NASAs new rover
so eloquently named ‘Curiosity.’ (Rummel et al. 2014, Carrier et al. 2020). This machine is
already present on Mars giving the possibility that we may have already ‘contaminated’ Mars. It
is predicted that growth is expected to be seen in some of the conditions tested, but unlikely in
some of the more harmful extreme brines such as perchlorates or LiCl. Terrestrial microbes have
the potential to survive some of the extreme physical and chemical conditions native to
environments on Mars. In this environment the physical and chemical conditions of the cells may
be dynamic, in that the cells may remain in a liquid phase inside the cell, while the cell or cell
wall may undergo vitrification to a glass-like state (Fonseca et al. 2016), even if the brine were to
solidify, and/or vice versa.
5.2 Conclusions

Data collected here suggests survivability consistent with the results of (Caton et al.
2004, Crisler et al, 2012, 2019, Kilmer et al. 2014, Fox-Powell and Cockell 2018) for NaCl with
the isolates examined, as well as showing survivability in (per)chlorates, thus extending the
findings of (Al Soudi et al. 2017, Pontefract et al. 2017, Fox-Powell and Cockell 2018) and
others to other relevant brines. Mean colony diameters measured larger than 5 mm for all the
conditions tested by 14 days after plating except for the 44% Mg(ClO4)2 for each of the 3
organisms examined (Tables 3,6,9,12,15,18,21,24,27-30) for each exposure time. The data was
statistically significant for most of the salt brine conditions examined but not all of them. The
results for Marinococcus sp. str. HL11 were statistically significant for the brines of 25% LiCl,
39% NaClO3, and 52% NaClO4, while the data for 24% NaCl, 1% NaCl, and 44% Mg(ClO4)2
was not statistically significant (Table 28). The data for Halomonas sp. str. BLE7 that was
statistically significant includes: 25% LiCl, 39% NaClO3, 44% Mg(ClO4)2 at room temperature
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and -20 °C as well as 52% NaClO4 while the non-statistically significant data included the 24%
NaCl and 1% NaCl, and the 44% Mg(ClO4)2 at -40 °C (Table 29). The results for Halomonas sp.
str. GSP3 that was statistically significant includes 24% NaCl, 25% LiCl, 39% NaClO3, 44%
Mg(ClO4)2, 52% NaClO4, and 1% NaCl at -20 °C, while the non-statistically significant data was
for 1% NaCl at room temperature (Table 30). When taking mean and standard deviation of the
colony diameters into account along with evaluating the p values for each condition we infer the
potential for survivability based on the robustness of growth displayed in each of these
conditions. Marinococcus sp. str HL11, Halomonas sp. str. BLE7, and Halomonas sp. str. GSP3
displayed survival based on robustness of growth after exposure to 24% NaCl, 1% NaCl, 25%
LiCl, 39% NaClO3, and 52% NaClO4 for most exposure times by 14 days after plating, but not in
44% Mg(ClO4)2 (Tables 28-30). This study is one of the first to display the potential for
halophilic microorganisms to survive in near deliquescent salt brines beyond NaCl and MgSO4,
as well as potential (per)chlorates that may be temporarily found in limited locations near the
Martian surface.

Note*: Values marked with an (*) are based on less than 18 colony measurements. All values are
in (mm). NA stands for an absence of growth.
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